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COLLECTION NOTE  
 
 These materials consist of information collected about Kentuckians from Warren 
County while they served in the U.S. military during World War II.   
  
 The information is principally in two forms: 
  
 1.  A card bearing the individual’s name and, in many cases, other basic data 
such as rank, branch and location(s) of service, awards and discharge date. 
 
 2.  Items, often brief, clipped from newspapers and reporting on aspects of the 
individual’s service, such as training, promotion, transfers, furloughs, capture by the 
enemy, battle wounds and death.  The clippings are not identified, but are dated and 
probably appeared in the local newspaper, the Park City Daily News. 
 
 In some cases, only a very small amount of data is present; certain records, for 
example, consist only of the name on a card.  In other cases, however, between one 
and ten clippings may have been collected on an individual’s activities during his/her 
service or immediately after discharge.   
  
 African-American soldiers are part of this collection, as are women who served in 
the Army Nurse Corps, the Women’s Army Corps (WAC), the Women’s Army Auxiliary 
Corps (WAAC), and other war-related vocations.  Also included (Box 1, Folder 1) is a 
photocopy of an article published in the Park City Daily News on 23 March 1947 listing 
123 Warren Countians killed in the war; some additional names appear on this list that 
are not otherwise documented in the collection. 
 










BOX 1 Name      Dates   888 items 
 
Folder 1 Inventory; Park City Daily News     2 items 
  article, March 23, 1947 
 
Folder 2 Adams – Ayers    1941-1946  104 items 
 
Folder 3 Bacon – Blackwell    1941-1946  110 items 
 
Folder 4 Blair – Brockette    1941-1946  91 items 
 
Folder 5 Brooks – Byrns    1941-1946  99 items 
 
Folder 6 Calhoun – Clarke    1941-1946  122 items 
 
Folder 7 Clasby – Cushenberry   1941-1946  142 items 
 
Folder 8 Dallas – Dutcher    1941-1946  161 items 
 
Folder 9 Eadens – Ezell    1941-1946  57 items 
 
 
BOX 2 Name      Dates   993 items  
 
Folder 1 Falkenstine – Givens   1941-1946  167 items 
 
Folder 2 Glendenning – Hawkins   1941-1946  199 items 
 
Folder 3 Hawks – Holton    1941-1946  129 items 
 
Folder 4 Holtz – Isenberg    1941-1946  124 items 
 
Folder 5 Jackson – Kinzer    1941-1946  188 items 
 
Folder 6 Kirby – Lyon     1941-1946  186 items 
 
 
BOX 3 Name      Dates   872 items 
 
Folder 1 McCarley – Milam    1941-1946  185 items 
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Folder 3 Nahm – Phillips, James   1941-1946  174 items 
 
Folder 4 Phillips, Kenneth – Purvis   1941-1946  68 items 
 
Folder 5 Rabold – Ryan    1941-1946  137 items 
 
Folder 6 Sadler – Sloss    1941-1946  101 items 
 
Folder 7 Smith      1941-1946  68 items 
 
 
BOX 4 Name      Dates   508 items 
 
Folder 1 Snell – Strayhorn    1941-1946  104 items 
 
Folder 2 Stringer – Tyler    1941-1946  120 items 
 
Folder 3 Uhl – Willoughby, Sidney   1941-1946  170 items 
 
Folder 4 Willoughby, Sterling – Zapoleon  1941-1946  114 items 
 
 
INDEX OF NAMES 
 
Adams, Charles Edward  
Adams, Choren  
Adams, Forest F.  
Adams, James Herbert  
Adams, Reynolds 
Adams, Roy F.  
Adams, Waid T. (Wade) 
Addington, Maurice H.  
Adkinson, Harold H.  
Adkinson, Hollis L.  
Adkinson, John H. , d. 1944 
Adler, Jesse Herman  
Agee, Juel  
Akers, Charles N.  
Alessandro, Joe 
Alexander, Beck  
Alexander, Alonzo David 
Alexander, George Ingram  
Alexander, Robert D.  
Alexander, Walter B.  
Alford, Clifton  
Alford, Earl Foster  
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Alford, Henderson David  
Alford, John O’Neal  
Alford, Lawrence  
Alford, Orland N.  
Alford, Willard  
Alford, William  
Allen, Eldon Wendell 
Allen, Fred C.  
Allen, Herman R.  
Allen, Oscar A.  
Allen, Samuel Lawrence  
Allen, William A.  
Allen, William H.  
Almond, Thomas R.  
Alvey, William G.  
Alvis, John William Stark 
Alvis, Thomas L.  
Alvis, Zack H.  
Amberson, Charles Byron  
Amberson, George  
Amberson, Mason  
Amos, Dan F.  
Anderson, Alphonzo 
Anderson, Aubrey H.  
Anderson, Bedford R.  
Anderson, Clayus  
Anderson, Edward S., d. 1944 
Anderson, Elzie B.  
Anderson, Eugene 
Anderson, Everett C.  
Anderson, Herman E.  
Anderson, J. W.  
Anderson, John Thurman  
Anderson, K. E.  
Anderson, Merrill Vern, d. 1945 
Anderson, Oscar G.  
Anderson, Thomas Charles 
Anderson, Thomas L.  
Anderson, William  
Anderson, William L.  
Andrews, James T.  
Anthony, James  
Anthony, Ray W.  
Anthony, Taylor  
Appleby, Cleius  
Appleby, Truman L.  
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Armour, Alvin  
Ashby, Harry D.  
Ashby, Thomas  
Ashlock, Carmel W.  
Ashlock, Edward  
Ashlock, Jesse 
Ashlock, Willard, d. 1944 
Ashworth, Charles Bales 
Ashworth, Dewey D.  
Askew, Thomas  
Askew, William C.  
Aspley, Elbridge C.  
Aspley, Robert Charles 
Atchely, James Willard 
Atkinson, Harold  
Atterberry, Carl Otis, d. 1943 
Ausbrooks, Ira H.  
Austin, Aaron Buford  
Austin, Frederick  
Austin, Harry  
Austin, Hershel B.  
Austin, J. L.  
Ayres, Lucien A.  
Ayers, Burton R.  
Ayers, Shirley Gilliam  
 
Bacon, B. C.  
Bailey, Frederick E.  
Bailey, Henry Vivien 
Bailey, James E.  
Bailey, Lawrence  
Bailey, Porter A.  
Bailey, Walter Jr.  
Baird, Bonnie H.  
Baird, Clifton Eugene 
Baker, James P.  
Baldock, James G. 
Balance, Joseph W.  
Ballou, George A.  
Banton, Hugh Jr.  
Barber, William A.  
Barker, Creston H.  
Barker, James B.  
Barksdale, Earl  
Barksdale, Edward S.  
Barnes, Carlisle B.  
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Barnett, Newton A.  
Barr, Edward Wallace Jr.  
Barr, William E.  
Barrick, Russell, d. 1945 
Barringer, Shelby Wilson, d. 1945 
Barrow, Estille  
Bartley, Clemie T.  
Barton, Finis M.  
Barton, James Edward 
Barton, Rudolph W.  
Basham, Edward Johnson, d. 1944 
Basham, H. Ray  
Basham, Eldon Orell 
Basham, Hesba 
Basham, James Robert 
Basham, Jesse James  
Basham, John M.  
Basham, Raymond M.  
Basham, Joseph Melvin  
Baskerville, Abner B.  
Baskett, John William  
Bastel, William M.  
Batson, William H.  
Baumberger, Hallie S.  
Baumberger, Ted  
Baxter, Raymond 
Baxter, Robert G.  
Bazzell, Jimmy 
Beach, Cecil W.  
Beach, Paul Jones  
Beales, John MacReynolds  
Beasley, Harold Edwin  
Beasley, William Guy  
Beck, Ben  
Beck, Charles  
Beck, Clarence E.  
Beck, Gillen W.  
Beck, Kenneth 
Beck, James  
Beck, Robert H.  
Beck, William E.  
Beck, Willie K.  
Becker, John Raymond  
Becker, Robert T.  
Beckham, Garland  
Beckham, Paul  
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Beckham, Kay W.  
Beckner, Fred William  
Beckner, Roy M.  
Beckner, Winfred 
Beckwith, Edward L.  
Belcher, A. L. , d. 1944 
Belcher, Henry C., Jr.  
Belcher, Howard  
Belcher, James Earl  
Belcher, John T.  
Belcher, Paul E.  
Belcher, Roy W.  
Belk, James D.  
Bell, Arthur P.  
Bell, Arthur Ray  
Bell, Clifford  
Bell, James  
Bell, Romie W.  
Bell, Sammie M.  
Beller, Logan C.  
Belt, David Meryl 
Bennett, William H.  
Berger, Rager R.  
Berkley,  Earl H.  
Berry, John C.  
Berry, Julian R.  
Berry, Leslie C.  
Bettersworth, Vernon J.  
Bewley, Thomas B.  
Biernett, Robert  
Biggerstaff, Comer  
Biggs, Jackson  
Bilbrey, Joseph William  
Bishop, Carl  
Blackburn, Charles  
Blackburn, Henry H.  
Blackburn, James W. Jr.  
Blackwell, Edward D. , d. 1944 
Blackwell, Louis B.  
Blackwell, Thomas B., d. 1945  
Blair, Oather 
Bland, Edward C.  
Blankinship, Eskel W.  
Blanton, Hugh Jr.  
Blanton, Rudolph  
Bledsoe, Hugh  
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Bledsoe, Raymond 
Bledsoe, Warren L.  
Blewett, Grider  
Blewett, Herschel G.  
Blick, J. C.  
Blowers, Russell N.  
Board, Herman  
Boards, Edwin  
Bobbett, Hollis M.  
Boggs, Robert L.  
Bohannon, Charles Bryant  
Bollen, James  
Bolton, Eugene  
Booker, Harold  
Borden, Elmer W.  
Borders, Omar P.  
Borrone, Bert J., Jr.  
Bostick, Lon A.  
Bostic, William D.  
Boston, Wilson M.  
Boswell, William O.  
Boucher, George T.  
Boucher, John R.  
Bow, Preston 
Bow, Troy  
Bowles, Golden I.  
Bowles, Herbert  
Bowling, Robert Lee  
Boyd, Charles F.  
Boyd, Charles W.  
Boyd, Clint  
Boyd, Harry M., d. 1944  
Boyd, James C.  
Boyd, Joe V.  
Boyd, Lee R. H.  
Boyd, Robert E.  
Boze, Rex B.  
Brashear, Myrl C.  
Bracken, Elmer H., d. 1944 
Bradford, Henry H.  
Bradley, Everett G.  
Bradley, Harvey L.  
Bradley, James Holls  
Bradshaw, Byron M.  
Bradshaw, Thomas H.  
Bradshaw, William Ruble  
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Brandon, James David 
Branum, Virginia Mae  
Brashear, Harold L.  
Brashear, Russell C.  
Bratcher, Cecil Dewey  
Bratcher, Clarence  
Bratcher, Clifton  
Bratcher, Elmer Leon  
Bratcher, Henry Paul  
Bratcher, Herman R.  
Bratcher, James Edward  
Bratcher, Raymond R.  
Bratcher, Robert F.  
Bratton, Albert F.  
Bratton, Ernest Winfield  
Bratton, Lali Mae  
Bratton, Otis  
Bratton, Othel  
Bratton, Robert F.  
Bratton, Robert L.  
Brewer, William B.  
Brewington, Julian F.  
Brewington, Lehman  
Bridgeman, Jesse 
Bridgman, William  
Briggs, Robert W.  
Briggs, William H.  
Brite, James William  
Britt, Amos William  
Britt, Elmer 
Britt, Howard A.  
Britt, McKinley 
Britt, Moses  
Britt, William  
Brizendine, Henry Alton  
Brock, Edward Edgar  
Brockette, Willard N.  
Brooks, Carroll Clark  
Brooks, Claude W.  
Brooks, Edward T.  
Brooks, Harvey Bryant  
Brooks, James Allen 
Brooks, J. C., d. 1943 
Brooks, Raymond M.  
Brooks, Vesdon B.  
Brooks, William C.  
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Broome, Robert  
Brow, Preston P.  
Brown, Bertie R.  
Brown, Charles F.  
Brown, Charles L.  
Brown, Douglas K.  
Brown, Clyde J.  
Brown, Dennis M.  
Brown, Estill J.  
Brown, Floyd M.  
Brown, Fred  
Brown, Horace R.  
Brown, James Edward 
Brown, James W.  
Brown, Jarvis Jackson 
Brown, Ray Shobe  
Brown, Raymond  
Brown, Richard B.  
Brown, Virgil Eldon, d. 1943 
Brown, Winn Davis  
Brown, Zola 
Brownfield, Charles M.  
Brownfield, Page Hudson  
Browning, James C., d. 1943  
Brumit, William A.  
Brunson, Warner Phillip 
Brunson, William H.  
Bruton, Fred 
Bruton, James Hall  
Brutton, Robert L.  
Bryant, Denver M.  
Bryant, James N.  
Bryant, Kenneth A.  
Bryant, Thomas D.  
Bryson, Anna Maude  
Bryson, William M.  
Buchanan, Loyal O.  
Buchanan, William M.  
Buchanan, James Donald 
Buck, David  
Buffington, Kenneth C.  
Bullington, Elonzo Alford 
Bullington, James R.  
Bullock, Vernon  
Bumpus, Chester 
Bunch, Aubrey S.  
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Bunch, Cecil 
Bunch, Chester E.  
Bunch, Charles E.  
Bunch, Cleveland 
Bunch, Harold 
Bunch, Harry L.  
Bunch, James  
Bunch, James C.  
Bunch, Jesse A.  
Bunch, Jonathan 
Bunch, Milton R.  
Burch, Carl E.  
Burch, Ulysees G.  
Burgett, James Earl  
Burnam, Herbert J.  
Burnette, Curtis C.  
Burnette, Ewing 
Burns, Wendell M. 
Burris, Harold T.  
Burtis, William E.  
Burton, Elmer Colvin  
Burton, Elmo Smith  
Burton, Harold 
Burton, James Hall 
Burton, Maurice D.  
Burton, William, d. 1942 
Bush, Coleman 
Bush, Samuel Allen 
Buster, James C.  
Butler, Bailey 
Butler, Elvis Homer  
Butler, Harold B.  
Butler, Horace C.  
Butler, Howard S.  
Butler, Leonard M.  
Butler, Sarah E.  
Butler, Sid 
Butts, Maurice C.  
Bybee, James B.  
Bybee, Walter Frank 
Byrd, Robert E.  
Byrd, Harold M.  
Byrn, O. G.  
Byrns, Charles E.  
 
Calhoun, Gilbert T.  
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Callas, George William 
Callis, H. W.  
Calvin, Edwin L.  
Cameron, Carl S.  
Camp, Herbert C.  
Campbell, Herbert 
Campbell, Joe C. Jr.  
Campbell, Lewis E.  
Campbell, Scott 
Campbell, Van Leer 
Canary, Lewis C.  
Capps, Elmer  
Capps, Colonel E.  
Capps, Granville 
Capps, Jesse M.  
Capps, Lloyd 
Capshaw, Harry E. 
Capshaw, Homer  
Carder, Clarence  
Cardwell, D.  
Carlock, Doris D.  
Carmichael, Stanrod 
Carpenter, Lester M.  
Carpenter, Sidney 
Carr, Cecil T.  
Carr, Charles E.  
Carr, Georgia B.  
Carr, John E., Jr.  
Carroll, Hillary Bellerby 
Carson, Brider  
Carson, Robert J.  
Carson, Ross 
Carter, Artis O.  
Carter, Benjamin 
Carter, Charles W.  
Carter, Clarence R.  
Carter, Colin M, Jr.  
Carter, Dorlace L.  
Carter, Elten L.  
Carter, Elwood W.  
Carter, Estill 
Carter, Oscar S.  
Carter, Joe 
Carter, Louis C.  
Carter, Mattie Marie 
Carter, Willie O.  
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Carter, Robert 
Cartwright, Frederick D.  
Cartwright, Herbert  
Cartwright, L. J.  
Casada, H.  
Casey, Chester Dewey 
Casey, Philip 
Cassady, Glen M.  
Cassady, Lloyd C.  
Cassady, Virgil P.  
Cassady, Joseph Russell 
Cassady, Russell D.  
Cassety, Earl C. Stanley  
Cassety, Shelvin Dewey 
Cassidy, Thomas Richard 
Castleberry, William Floyd 
Caudill, Morris E.  
Causey, John W.  
Causey, William W., Jr.  
Cawood, Francis L.  
Caylor, Marion Graham 
Cecil, H. G.  
Celson, DeWitt 
Cermack, Edgar  
Chaffin, Hugh Wilson, d. 1944 
Chaffin, James David 
Chaffin, James Harlan  
Chaffin, Myre C.  
Chaffin, Roger E.  
Chaffin, Robert Mason 
Chancellor, Beverly 
Chandler, Sylvestor 
Chandler, Urey E.  
Chaney, Martha  
Chaney, William Kenneth, d. 1945 
Chapman, Audley C.  
Chapman, Edwin C.  
Chapman, James Horace  
Chapman, James L.  
Cherry, Clarence Adams  
Cherry, Edward H.  
Cherry, Elmo Wellington  
Cherry, Henry Hardin, Jr.  
Cherry, Huey D.  
Cherry, Joseph F.  
Cherry, Marvin M.  
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Cherry, Otha C.  
Chestnut, David Earl 
Childers, David H.  
Childers, Elzie P.  
Childers, James Edward 
Childers, William D.  
Childress, William  
Christian, Russell W.  
Christie, William P.  
Chumney, John T.  
Clagett, Argo Ballard  
Clagett, Charles Sargent  
Clampett, James  
Clark, Alrie D.  
Clark, Arnold E.  
Clark, David R.  
Clark, Finis L.  
Clark, George Titus 
Clark, James S.  
Clark, Murl M.  
Clark, Ralph L.  
Clark, Titus 
Clark, William 
Clark, William A.  
Clark, Willie V.  
Clarke, James E.  
Clarke Joseph M.  
Clarke, Richard J., d. 1944 
Clarke, William (Billy) 
Clasby, Gene Thomas 
Clasby, Wayne  
Clay, William C.  
Clay, Willie Jewell,  
Claypool, Carl William (Bill) 
Claypool, Edward E.  
Claypool, L. M.  
Claypool, Raymond E.  
Claypool, Robert L.  
Clayton, R. L., d. 1945 
Clement, Erskine E.  
Clendenning, James D.  
Cline, Arlie D.  
Cline, Elzie B.  
Cline, Henry B.  
Cline, Horace 
Cline, J. W.  
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Cline, Robert G.  
Cline, Roy E.  
Cline, Royce B.  
Cloyd, William R.  
Cobb, Mack G.  
Cobb, Robbie L., d. 1944 
Cochran, Robert G.  
Cofer, Herbert 
Colburn, David A.  
Colburn, Howard 
Colburn, Eleanore  
Cole, Charles M.  
Cole, Donald L.  
Cole, Elbert A.  
Cole, Estell M.  
Cole, J. S., Jr. 
Cole, Paschal Edward 
Cole, Paul J.  
Cole, Ralph J.  
Cole, Frank, Jr. 
Coleman, James  
Coleman, James V.  
Coleman, Jessie 
Coleman, Oscar 
Collett, Virgil N., d. 1945 




Conley, Bary A.  
Conley, JoeTheron  
Connell, Herman Eric, Jr., d. 1945 
Conner, James 
Conner, Jesse H.  
Conner, Joe D.  




Constant, James Wayne  
Cook, David 
Cook, Joseph Augustus 
Cook, Noah C.  
Cook, Warren  
Cooke, Jesse H.  
Cooper, W. P.  
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Copas, Carl M.  
Corbett, Louie H.  
Corbin, Elvis R.  
Corbit, Lawrence B.  
Corbitt, Louie H.  
Corbitt, Roy M.  
Corder, George H.  
Cornwall, Donald F.  
Cornwell, Fred 
Cornwell, Harold Rudolph, d. 1944 
Cornwell, Jimmie L. 
Cornwell, John Raymond  
Cornwell, Roland Guy  
Cornwell, Thomas  
Cosby, Edwin Jackson 
Cosby, Eugene 
Cosby, Homer L.  
Cosby, Robert P.  
Cossey, Charles Roy 
Cossey, Ray Nix  
Cotton, Edward J.  
Coulter, Ernest Ray 
Coulter, William T. (Billy) 
Covington, Joe C.  
Covington, Joe S.  
Covington, Joseph H., Jr.  
Cowles, Aaron 
Cowles, Coy 
Cowles, Douglas E.  
Cowles, Earl 
Cowles, Ernest E.  
Cowles, Fideller H.  
Cowles, James A.  
Cowles, Ralph A.  
Cowles, Tandy M.  
Cowles, Walter 
Cowles, Wayne  
Cowles, Willard D.  
Cox, Albert H.  
Cox, Charlie K.  
Cox, Frank Raymond 
Cox, Glen E.  
Cox, James O.  
Cox, James W.  
Cox, Jesse H.  
Cox, Johnie Raymond 
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Cox, Louis M.  
Cox, W. T.  
Cox, William D.  
Crabtree, Donald 
Crabtree, Kermit Clinton, d. 1945 
Crabtree, Murray W.  
Crabtree, William C. Jr.  
Craft, James Wilford 
Craft, Johnny E.  
Craft, Lionel 
Craft, Joseph N., d. 1943  
Craft, Sidney Hubert, Jr.  
Craghead, J. T., d. 1942 
Craig, Gavin G., Jr., d. 1945 
Craig, William G.  
Crain, Oris H.  
Crenshaw, Ralph N.  
Crissell, James E.  
Criswell, James Reed 
Croslin, Clester 
Crosby, Robert P.  
Croslin, John A.  
Cross, James H., Jr.  
Cross, James S.  
Crowder, George R.  
Crowe, Jesse C.  
Crowe, Samuel Fount 
Crowell, Edward  
Cundiff, William H.  
Curd, Haydn A.  
Curtis, Delbert J.  
Curtis, Edward Harold  
Cushenberry, Stanley A.  
 
Dallas, Jesse 
Daniel, Archie Wilson  
Daniel, Estiel N.  
Daniel, Frank S.  
Daniel, Hall 
Daniel, James W.  
Daniels, Doris 
Daniels, William 
Danner, Harry K.  
Darrow, Thomas M.  
Daugherty, Roy Thomas 
Davenport, Albert B.  
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Davenport, Bowman Edward 
Davenport, Charles  
Davenport, Codell W.  
Davenport, Garland Alphus 
Davenport, John H.  
Davenport, Joseph Lee 
Davenport, Robert C.  
Davenport, William J.  
Davidson, Burnett Thompson  
Davidson, Gentry B.  
Davidson, Leonard Bibbs 
Davidson, Porter Bryant  
Davidson, Ruble  
Davidson, William Allen  
Davis, George William, d. 1944 
Davis, Harry C.  
Davis, Harvey C.  
Davis, Jack  
Davis, James R.  
Davis, Kenneth 
Davis, Otho M.  
Davis, Walton T.  
Davis, William F., d. 1944  
Dawes, Fred Wilson  
Dawes, Mitchell 
Dawsey, Noel D.  
Dawsey, Willis L., d. 1944 
Dawson, John Virgil  
Day, Alvis Colbert  
Dearing, Alfred Russell 
Dearing, B. M.  
Dearing, Donald  
Dearing, Euclid B.  
Dearing, James D.  
Dearing, Mattie Marie 
Dearing, Vernon F.  
Deavours, Addison C.  
Deckhard, Ralph K.  
Dedman, Guy A., d. 1944 
Deel, Morris R.  
Deemer, Paul C.  
Denham, Elmer G.  
Denham, Ernest C.  
Denham, Thomas C.  
Denison, James  
Dennison, Fayette, Jr.  
19 
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Denton, Harvey Simmons  
Denton, James D.  
Derr, William H. , d. 1945 
DeVasher, George R.  
DeVasher, James L.  
DeVasher, Wilburn C.  
Devore, James R.  
Deweese, Arthur  
Deweese, Charles Ray  
Dexter, Marion O.  
Dickerson, Carlton R.  
Dickerson, William Forest  
Diggs, Edward Charles  
Dillard, Marion Robley  
Dillard, Wesley Wayne  
Dillon, Charlie Maxie  
Dillon, Rosie E.  
Dimmitt, Lloyd Allen  
Dixon, Willard C.  
Dixon, William A.  
Doaherty, Arch  
Dodd, Alonzo 
Dodd, Leslie, Jr.  
Dodson, Alonzo Richard  
Dodson, Carlisle V.  
Dodson, Harold W.  
Dodson, Leslie Jr.  
Donan, Orlando G.  
Donnelly, George Bryan  
Donnelly, John E.  
Donoho, Marshall E.  
Dooley, George Earl  
Doolin, Ernest R.  
Doolin, Homber B.  
Doolin, Hubert  
Dorsey, Frederick W.  
Dorsey, George Butler  
Dorsey, James R.  
Dorsey, Luke  
Dorsey, William G.  
Doss, Charleston 
Doss, Elmo Murry  
Doss, Murel  
Doty, Arie L.  
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Douglas, Howard 
Douglas, James,  
Douglas, John  
Douglas, Leon  
Dove, Frank A.  
Dow, Troy  
Dowell, Preston T.  
Dowell, William 
Downer, James Garnett, d. 1942 
Downey, Jesse W.  
Downey, Melvin R.  
Downey, Nathaniel L.  
Downey, Ralph G.  
Downey, Robert 
Downey, Thomas E.  
Downing, Melin D.  
Downing, Robert G.  
Downing, William F.  
Drake, Roscoe C.  
Drake, Spencer R.  
Draper, Clyde D.  
Draper, Sherman J.  
Draper, Willie L.  
Dubree, Ray  
Duckett, Edward Austin 
Duckett, Lester H.  
Duckett, Wayne Carlton  
Duff, John Howard  
Duffer, Murray  
Duffy, Eugene  
Dugger, Charles Lee  
Duke, Oren  
Dukes, Garland R., Jr.  
Duncan, Cordell 
Duncan, Earl Louis 
Duncan, Edward R.  
Duncan, Garland Waymond 
Duncan, James T.  
Duncan, James W.  
Dunklau, Henry J.  
Dunn, Amos  
Dunn, Carolton W.  
Dunn, Floyd Spencer  
Dunn, Frank Eugene  
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Dunn, Marvin J.  
Dunning, Melvin D.  
Dunning, Willie Marcus  
Durham, Harold  
Durham, James Lee, d. 1945 
Durham, Robert Gilbert  
Durrett, James W.  
Durrette, Luther Leon, d. 1945 
Durston, James M.  
Dutcher, Donald 
 
Eadens, Virgil Ray, d. 1944 
Earley, Charles W.  
Easley, Douglas 
Easley, Marvin  
Eaton, Kenneth E.  
Edds, William Gerald 
Eddens, William R. (Dick) 
Edison, Luther Charles  
Edwards, James K.  
Edwards, Joseph Larkins, Jr.  
Edwards, Marshall 
Edwards, Ramie  
Egan, Mike  
Egbert, Charles E.  
Ellis, Garland E.  
Elkin, Maxwell B.  
Elliott, James W.  
Ellis, Carl E.  
Ellis, Floyd H.  
Ellis, George W., d. 1944 
Ellis, J. Hugh  
Ellis, Milzia C.  
Ellis, Paul  
Ellis, Robert Lewis 
Ellis, William Carter  
Elmore, Elmer Leonard  
Elrod, James LeRoy 
Elrod, James B.  
Elrod, Kenneth Huston 
Elrod, Robert A.  
Elrod, Warner White  
Elrod, Wayne, H. Jr.  
Elrod, William Turner 
Elry, Clarence  
Emberton, Fontes  
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Emerson, James David  
English, Henry Clay  
English, Joseph C.  
English, Rankin Ray  
Ennis, Harry T.  
Ennis, Noel P., Jr.  
Esper, Charles, Jr.  
Esque, Paul E.  
Estes, Grafton D.  
Estes, Homer  
Evans, Burnice D.  
Evans, Estel, d. 1945 
Evans, Harold J.  
Evans, Jacob Archibald  
Evans, John Richard II  
Evans, John Wesley 
Evans, Milzia C.  
Evans, Oscar J.  
Evans, Roy E.  
Evans, Walker 
Ewan, Avory L., d. 1943 
Ezell, Carl Edward 
 
Falkenstine, Randolph W.  
Fallin, Edwin Neal  
Fant, J.R., d. 1945 
Farley, Audrey Frances  
Farmer, Fred D.  
Farnsworth, J. Bland, Jr.  
Faxon, David A., Jr.  
Faxon, Tandy A.  
Faxon, William B.  
Felts, Cyrus I.  
Felts, Joseph Boone, d. 1944 
Felts, William R.  
Fender, Allen T.  
Ferguson, Fletcher  
Ferguson, Gilbert T.  
Ferry, Lonnie O.  
Fields, Glenn Russell 
Fields, James M., d. 1944 
Finn, Alfred W.  
Finn, Jesse D.  
Finn, William F.  
Fishbock, James W.  
Fisher, Edward Earnest  
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Fisher, James C. 
Fisher, John G.  
Fitts, James W.  
Fitzgerald, Stanley G.  
Fitzpatrick, Douglas E.  
Fitzpatrick, Juham A.  
Flaherty, Terry  (Teran) L.  
Fleener, Beauford T.  
Fleenor, John Ervin  
Flood, Edwin  
Flora, Amos W.  
Flora, Carl L.  
Flora, Estle Wayne  
Flora, Harold N.  
Flora, James B.  
Flora, Kenneth Harry, d. 1944 
Flora, Lucien E.  
Flora, Marvin E., d. 1945 
Flora, Victor W.  
Flowers, Roy B.  
Flowers, Willard Neal 
Floyd, Herman Woodrow  
Follin, Edwin Neal  
Follin, Ethel Alma  
Follis, John Foster  
Follis, Marion Cuthbert 
Follis, Robert Shelby 
Follis, Thomas Burton  
Follis, William Blackburn  
Ford, Bishop L.  
Ford, M.B., Jr.  
Foreman, Prentiss W.  
Forrester, Charlie C.  
Forshee, Alvin M., d. 1943 
Forshee, George Lee 
Forshee, James  
Forshee, Joseph Lewis  
Forshee, Moya W.  
Forshee, Robert C., d. 1946  
Foshee, William Burton 
Fox, Arthur S.  
Fox, Carl J.  
Fox, Carlos L.  
Fox, Joseph B.  
Fox, Thomas W.  
Fox, Raymond  
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Frances, Orlis M.  
Francis, Charles M.  
Francis, James David  
Francis, James H.  
Frank, Walter T.  
Franklin, Ben  
Franklin, Omer B.  
Franklin, Richard E.  
Frazier, Arlie W.  
Freeman, Ernest  
French, William M., Jr.  
Froedge, Earl M.  
Funk, Jess  
Fuqua, Duke Burr 
Fuqua, Fred D.  
Fuqua, Marion A.  
Furlong, Harold G.  
 
Gable, George W.  
Gable, Robert L.  
Gadd, Joseph C.  
Gaddis, Marshall 
Gaines, Darrell E.  
Galloway, Claude M.  
Galloway, James M.  
Gambill, Louie J.  
Gammel, James K.  
Gammel, Murl Eugene, d. 1944 
Gammon, Cager A.  
Gammons, Glepsie Otis  
Gammons, James C.  
Gann, Leonard  
Gann, Willie  
Gant, Joseph Q.  
Gardner, Charles Stanley  
Gardner, George Melton  
Gardner, Joe Thomas 
Gardner, William Redman, d. 1944 
Garman, Jennings B.  
Garretson, Hayward S.  
Garretson, Wayne  
Garrett, Claude  
Garrett, Harvey Thornton, d. 1946  
Garrett, John A.  
Garrett, Leo 
Garrett, Paul Ellis  
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Garrett, Roy B.  
Garrett, Ryland G.  
Garrett, Woodrow A.  
Garrety, Paul M.  
Garrison, Dewey 
Garrison, Edward C.  
Garrison, Edward W.  
Garrison, Jack  
Garrison, Louie J.  
Garrison, Lucian Neel, d. 1943 
Garrison, Ray  
Garrison, Ross T.  
Garrity, Francis 
Garrity, James B.  
Garvin, William Smothers  
Gary, Charles H.  
Gaskin, Willie E.  
Genet, Freeman C.  
Gentry, Arthur W., Jr.  
Gentry, Buford Lenon  
Gentry, Johnny K., Jr.  
Gentry, Roy, d. 1943 
Gentry, Roy  
Gerard, Barry Hughes  
Gerard, Joe C.  
Gettings, Willie D.  
Gibbons, Edgar O.  
Gibson, Brooks E.  
Gibson, Edward D.  
Gibson, Harvey  
Gibson, James  
Gibson, Marion  
Gibson, Raymond  
Gibson, William  
Gilbert, Dillie  
Gilbert, Freddie  
Gilbert, James Melvin  
Gilbert, Louise  
Gilbert, Vernon  
Gill, Douglas C.  
Gill, Ray L., d. 1944 
Gilliam, R. E.  
Gillum, Orland J.  
Gilmer, John Thomas  
Gilmer, William E.  
Gilmore, David E.  
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Gilmore, Nat N.  
Gipson, Charles E.  
Gipson, James T.  
Gipson, Willie  
Givan, Neil M.  
Givens, Adron C.  
Givens, James C.  
Glendenning, James E.  
Glenn, Harry S.  
Glenn, Milton S.  
Glenn, Nelda  
Glenn, Noble B., d. 1944 
Goad, Fred  
Goad, Gilbert Estill 
Goad, Jim R.  
Goff, Delmar L.  
Goins, James E.  
Golden, Curry  
Golden, Paul Wentworth  
Gollihugh, Vernon Ray 
Gooch, William D.  
Goodman, Benny  
Goodner, John A.  
Goodnight, Horace Clayton  
Goodrum, James V.  
Goodwin, John T.  
Gorbitt, Lowie  
Gotham, Higgins  
Gott, LeRoy  
Gott, Amos  
Gott, George B.  
Gott, James E.  
Gott, William Roy  
Gouvas, George James  
Grady, Pat (Joseph Leroy) 
Graham, Guy E.  
Graham, Lewis W.  
Graham, Lloyd J.  
Graham, Nelson V 
Grainger, A. Q.  
Granger, Y. V.  
Grant, John  
Graves, Doyle  
Graves, Hubert 
Gray, Charles E.  
Gray, Logan  
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Gray, Willie L.  
Green, Alvis Jack  
Green, C. A.  
Green, Charles H. 
Green, Churchill, Jr.  
Green, James K.  
Green, James R.  
Green, John (Shorty) 
Green, Kenneth Lawrence, d. 1945  
Green, Robert G., Jr.  
Green, Vester N., d. 1944 
Green, Woodrow H.  
Greene, Charles A.  
Greene, Francis M.  
Greene George  
Greer, Charles Owen  
Greer, Johnnie  
Greer, Raymond B.  
Greer, Richard E.  
Greer, Stanton D.  
Gregory, Hugh  
Gregory, Kenneth 
Gregory, Oliver L.  
Gregory, Robert , d. 1944 
Gregory, Robert T.  
Grey, Charles E.  
Gribble, Charles W.  
Gribble, James  
Grider, James A.  
Grider, Sam  
Griffin, Houston  
Griffin, William H.  
Grimes, Coy W.  
Grimes, Garnett D.  
Grimes, James O.  
Grimes, James W.  
Grimes, LeRoy  
Grimes, Lendis O.  
Grimes, Neale J.  
Grimes, Orval  
Grimes, Ralph  
Grimes, Richard Fulton  
Grinstead, Roy R.  
Grise, George F.  
Grise, Richard Finley  
Grogan, Lawrence J.  
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Grooms, Bruce B.  
Grooms, Harry Barr  
Gross, (Tony) Carson L.  
Ground, Aubrey  
Ground, Clifton  
Ground, Robert L.  
Grounds, Aubrey  
Groves, Clifton C.  
Groves, John Eddie  
Guffy, Herschel Briggs 
Guffy, Marion B.  
Gunderson, Hugh  
Gunnels, Dale  
Guy, Wilfred  
Guy, John Willis  
Guy, Wayne  
Guy, Willie L.  
 
Hackney, Daniel A., Jr.  
Hagan, Houston T.  
Hagerman, Henry  
Hagerman, James Hall  
Hagerman, Thomas Bartley  
Hague, William M.  
Halbruge, Frederick S.  
Hall, Bennie G.  
Hall, Charles Ridley  
Hall, Elbert Wade  
Hall, Elijah G.  
Hall, Giles Edgar  
Hall, Lloyd E.  
Hall, Thomas James  
Hall, Wavie L., Jr.  
Halvatzis, Gus 
Hamilton, William R.  
Hammer, Albert  
Hammer, James L.  
Hammock, David  
Hammond, Buddy  
Hammond, Forline  
Hammond, James C.  
Hammond, Woodrow  
Hammonds, Finis Guy  
Hammons, Finis 
Hampton, Charles E.  
Hampton, Garnett W.  
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Hampton, Morton R.  
Hampton, Philip C.  
Hampton, William A.  
Hancock, George E.  
Hancock, Milton J., Jr.  
Hanes, Edward C.  
Hanes, John P., Jr.  
Hanes, Leon  
Hankins, Gilbert A.  
Hanks, Alger  
Hanks, William R.  
Hanks, Jack Alger  
Hanson, Coy  
Hardcastle, Helen  
Hardcastle, James R.  
Hardcastle, Thomas Alvin  
Hardwick, Morris J.  
Hardy, Billy (William) 
Hardy, William Bryan  
Hargis, James W.  
Hargis, Kermit L.  
Harlan, Wavy W.  
Harlow, Augustus 
Harlow, Edward E.  
Harlow, Harold E.  
Harman, Aubrey M.  
Harman, Jack 
Harman, James E.  
Harman, James Lewis  
Harman, William  
Harmon, A. V.  
Harmon, Willis Craig, d. 1944 
Harmon, Willie Henry  
Harper, Leland Clay  
Harris, Charles H.   
Harris, Clifford E.  
Harris, Harold  
Harris, Horace 
Harris, Horace L.  
Harris, Hugh C.  
Harris, James Emmett  
Harris, Kermet L.  
Harris, Layton F.  
Harris, Mary Yvonne  
Harris, Robert Ennis  
Harris, Robert M.  
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Harris, Thomas G.  
Harris, Timothy E.  
Harris, Warren  
Harris, William Harold  
Harrison, Alva  
Harrison, Lowell  
Harrison, Percy D.  
Harrod, Jacob S.  
Harrod, James C.  
Harston, Robert L.  
Hartson, Chester T.  
Harvey, Juanita  
Harvey, Thomas Edward  
Harvey, William W.  
Harvison, William Frank  
Hatcher, John T.  
Hatcher, Oscar D.  
Hatcher, William B.  
Hawkes, Muriel  
Hawkins, John William  
Hawks, Wayne M.  
Hayden, Martin  
Hayden, Virgil M.  
Hayden, Wilson  
Hayes, Bransford K.  
Hayes, Clifford W.  
Hayes, Dan  
Hayes, David  
Hayes, Lee R.  
Hayes, Russel C.  
Haynes, Huston E.  
Haynes, Leon  
Haynes, William Stephen  
Hays, Julian B.  
Hazel, Elzie J.  
Hazel, Harold B.  
Hazel, Jesse R.  
Hazel, Lawrence H.  
Heavener, James S.  
Hedges, Glenn, d. 1942  
Hellman, William M.  
Helm, J. Blakey  
Helsley, McDougal, Jr.  
Heltsley, Clyde H.  
Heman, Dick  
Henderson, Arthur  
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Henderson, B. L.  
Henderson, Edward R.  
Henderson, Lemuel  
Henderson, Robert Leroy  
Henderson, William  
Hendrich, James Jackson  
Hendrick, Helen  
Hendrick, Henry Wallace  
Hendrick, Hugh M.  
Hendrick, Paul W.  
Hendrick, William H.  
Hendrick, Dorothy Elrod  
Hendricks, Floyd Maynor  
Hendricks, Hugh M.  
Hendricks, Joe  
Hendricks, Joe L.  
Hendrick, Marshall W.  
Hendricks, Marshall Wilson  
Hendrick, Robert J.  
Hendrick, Thomas Morris  
Hendricks, Norman P. 
Hendricks, Thomas J.  
Henry, Charles E.  
Henry, John R.  
Herald, Charles H., d. 1943  
Herald, Dewey, d. 1945  
Herman, James E.  
Herndon, William Offord, d. 1942 
Herold, Eulas  
Herrald, Raymond D.  
Herrington, Dennis D.  
Herrington, Earl B.  
Hesterberg, Elmer  
Hewgley, Evan Leo  
Hewgley, James W., d. 1944 
Hewitt, Exie  
Hewitt, Frank B.  
Hicks, Jesse S.  
Hicks, Richard F.  
Higgason, Richard Allen  
Higgenbotham, Marshall  
Higginbotham, Morris  
Higgenbotham, Shelby  
Higgenbotham, Thurman T.  
Hightower, Dock S.  
Hightower, Elvis, d. 1943 
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Hightower, Henry L. Jr.  
Hightower, James E.  
Hightower, William Richard  
Hildreth, Lemuel C.  
Hill, Charles W.  
Hill, Claude E.  
Hill, James  
Hill, Joseph L.  
Hill, Ralph B.  
Hill, Walter B.  
Hill, Zack Cockerell  
Hills, Henry E.  
Hills, Lilly William  
Hills, George A., Jr.  
Hines, Charles W.  
Hines, Duncan Ludlew  
Hines, Edith Covell 
Hines, Floyd Wilson  
Hines, Edward Harry  
Hines, Hugh W.  
Hines, James Arthur  
Hines, James G.  
Hines, John Pipe  
Hines, Robert W.  
Hines, William E.  
Hines, William L.  
Hinton, Robert H.  
Hinton, Thomas B.  
Hodge, Elmer  
Hodges, Clarence E.  
Hodges, Horace  
Hogan, Bill 
Hogan, Edward E.  
Hogan, James E.  
Hogan, Mildred H.  
Hogan, Robert Willard  
Hogan, William Ray Jr.  
Hogue, William  
Holbrook, Gilbert S., d. 1945 
Holder, Charlie Edwin  
Holder, Harral K.  
Holder, Wendell D. , d. 1944 
Holder, Wilbur Lewis 
Hollan, William Roscoe  
Holland, Charles T.  
Holland, James Thomas 
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Holland, Robert C.  
Holland, Roy L.  
Holland, Thomas  
Holland, Willard Edward 
Hogan, Will H.  
Holloway, Kenneth H.  
Holman, Kenneth F.  
Holmes, James E.  
Holmes, John, d. 1944 
Holton, Estin, Jr.  
Holton, Howard Earthman 
Holtz, A. M.  
Hood, James E.  
Hood, Merrell Erwin  
Hood, Millard  
Hoover, J. A.  
Hope, Oscar C.  
Hopkins, Austin G.  
Hopkins, Floyd 
Hopkins, Wilburn  
Hopper, Claude, Jr.  
Hopper, James F.  
Hopper, Jerry C.  
Hopper, Jesse D.  
Hopper, Karl M.  
Hopper, Lewis W.  
Hopper, R. C.  
Hornback, Robert  
Horton, Henry  
Houchens, Harold J.  
Houchins, Ray  
Houchins, Roberta M.  
House, Vollie  
Houchins, William Rumsey  
House, Walter L.  
House, Willis  
Howard, Fred C.  
Howard, Herschel A.  
Howard, Jacob Samuel  
Howard, James  
Howard, James W.  
Howard, John Marshall  
Howard, Mars  
Howard, Southard  
Howell, Elmer T., d. 1945 
Howell, Ernest  
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Howell, George W.  
Howell, Henry J.  
Howell, Homer  
Howell, Roy E.  
Howell, Roger  
Howell, Rogie Eldon  
Howell, Walter  
Howell, Willard H.  
Howell, Woodrow, d. 1945 
Hozier, W. H.  
Hubbard, Alfred  
Hubbard, Alfred L.  
Hubbard, Melvin L.  
Hudnell, Bennett Harrison  
Hudnall, Harry  
Hudnall, Harvey C.  
Hudnall, Mabron Bruce, d. 1944 
Hudnall, Robert W.  
Hudson, Alexander L.  
Hudson, Charles E.  
Hudson, Edison  
Hudson, Estell L.  
Hudson, George Eldon  
Hudson, John W.  
Hudson, Lorin  
Hudson, Luther Edison  
Hudson, Strother  
Hudspeth, James Bertram  
Huerstel, William  
Huff, James R., Jr.  
Huff, Oliver Ray  
Hughes, Charles  
Hughes, William P.  
Hughes, Willie Frank  
Hulen, Robert Keith  
Hullett, George C.  
Hullet, Joe Neal  
Hulsey, Clarence P.  
Hulsey, Ned B.  
Hummel, Scott Morton  
Hund, Paul E.  
Hunt, Asberry  
Hunt, Bishop A.  
Hunt, Charles Wilborn  
Hunt, Edward H., Jr.  
Hunt, Elwood  
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Hunt, Fred Robert  
Hunt, Gillie T.  
Hunt, Glen M.  
Hunt, Harold C.  
Hunt, I. N.  
Hunt, James Daniel, d. 1944 
Hunt, John Leslie  
Hunt, Joseph S., Jr.  
Hunt, Melvin Elwood  
Hunt, Robert  
Hunt, Sterling F.  
Hunt, Waller O.  
Hunt, William Asbury  
Hunter, Cecil Watson  
Hunter, Hugh B.  
Hunter, John T.  
Hunton, Aaron Dallas  
Hunton, Grider B.  
Hunton, J. B.  
Hunton, James Taylor  
Hunton, Melvin A., d. 1943 
Hunton, Paul M.  
Hunton, Roy  
Hunton, Warner C.  
Huntsburger, Robert W.  
Hurt, Earl E., d. 1945 
Hurt, Horace F.  
Hutcheson, Guy Neil  
Hutcheson, Paul C.  
Hyde, Russell C.  
 
Ingram, Joe W.  
Ingram, Thomas L.  
Iovino, Peter P.  
Ireland, Frank  
Ireland, M. M.  
Isbell, Guy  
Isbell, Harold  
Isbell, Robert  
Isbell, Stanley Larmon  
Isbell, Bill  
Isenberg, Earl  
Isenberg, Billy A. B.  
Isenberg, Edwin L.  
 
 Jackson, Charles E.  
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Jackson, Charles H.  
Jackson, Earle  
Jackson, Floyd Jr.  
Jackson, Harry L.  
Jackson, Harvey D.  
Jackson, John Markum  
Jackson, John A.  
Jackson, William D.  
Jackson, William David  
Jaggers, Asa A.  
Jaggers, Joseph Hall  
Jaggers, Willard E.  
James, Cecil  
James, Calvin C.  
James, Luther A.  
Jarvis, Robert  
Jeffries, William Sarvey  
Jenkins, Edwin Burton  
Jenkins, Frank Thomas  
Jenkins, Fred D., Jr.  
Jenkins, Herbert  
Jenkins, Herman J.  
Jenkins, John W. (Jimmy) 
Jenkins, Lester Freeman  
Jenkins, Omer M.  
Jenkins, Robert James  
Jenkins, Willard Neal  
Jenkins, William Cooke  
Jenkins, Zack  
Jennett, Robert L.  
Jennette, Thomas Albert  
Jewell, Edward Lee  
Jewell, James Edward  
Jewell, Jesse W.  
Jewell, John, d. 1945 
Jochum, Gordon N.  
Jockman, Joe L.  
Johnson, Albert H.  
Johnson, Alfred R.  
Johnson, Cecil Edward  
Johnson, Cleo  
Johnson, Clifford H.  
Johnson, Clyde A.  
Johnson, Elliott B.  
Johnson, Floyd Jr.  
Johnson, George Morris  
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Johnson, Henry L.  
Johnson, Herman  
Johnson, Hollie C.  
Johnson, Horace F.  
Johnson, Howard  
Johnson, Hubert L.  
Johnson, James R.  
Johnson, John, Jr.  
Johnson, John A.  
Johnson, Leland E.  
Johnson, Lewis Edward  
Johnson, Lewis Howard  
Johnson, Maxwell M.  
Johnson, Milburn A.  
Johnson, Robert T.  
Johnson, Roscoe T.  
Johnson, Rowland  
Johnson, W.R.  
Johnson, Wilbert M.  
Johnson, Wilburn M.  
Johnson, Wilkins L.  
Joiner, Oscar P.  
Joiner, William C.  
Jolly, James R.  
Jones, A. B.  
Jones, Albert F.  
Jones, Alvin L.  
Jones, Arthur James  
Jones, B. M., Jr.  
Jones, Beauchamp  
Jones, Bernie R.  
Jones, Thomas Brewer 
Jones, Clarence N.  
Jones, Clifford M.  
Jones, Curtis Leroy  
Jones, Elon E.  
Jones, Guy 
Jones, Herschel A.  
Jones, Herschel Gentry  
Jones, Hestle  
Jones, Hilton E.  
Jones, J. H., d. 1943 
Jones, J. T.  
Jones, James E.  
Jones, James K.  
Jones, James Zachary 
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Jones, Jesse 
Jones, Jesse W.  
Jones, Julius  
Jones, Leroy  
Jones, Milton  
Jones, Noble  
Jones, Paul Eldon  
Jones, Paul W.  
Jones, Raymond D.  
Jones, Robert T.  
Jones, Roy P., d. 1945 
Jones, Thomas E.  
Jones, Thomas M.  
Jones, Thomas N.  
Jones, Thomas W.  
Jones, Victor H.  
Jones, Wallace  
Jones, Walter Lee  
Jones, Walter P.  
Jones, William E.  
Jones, William Henry  
Jordan, Monty Kenneth  
Jordan, Paul  
Jordan, William Herman  
Joslin, Billy H.  
Jungerman, Edward E.  
Jungerman, George 
Justice, James  
Justice, Silas A.  
 
Kay, John W.  
Keach, Douglas 
Keel, William Leon  
Keen, Harold  
Keen, Luther B.  
Keith, Arthur P.  
Keith, Ewing M.  
Keith, Garland  
Keith, John F.  
Kellar, Ernest M.  
Kellar, Earl Morton  
Keller, Harry D.  
Keller, James H.  
Keller, James R.  
Keller, Joe E.  
Keller, Thomas O’Neil  
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Kelley, George  
Kelley, George William  
Kelley, James  
Kelley, Richard Holloway 
Kelley, Roy Skiles  
Kelley, Tommy  
Kelley, William  
Kelly, Holloway  
Kelly, Joe  
Kelly, Roy  
Kelsey, Edward L.  
Kelsey, George N.  
Kelsey, Henry C.  
Kemble, Jonnie J.  
Kemble, Lethel  
Kemp, Karl  
Kemper, Frank  
Kendall, Bailey  
Kendall, Coley  
Kendall, Rockford  
Kennedy, Harold T.  
Kennedy, James L.  
Kennedy, Joseph L.  
Keown, Ewell  
Keown, Garland W.  
Keown, James Ray  
Keown, Kenneth  
Key, William P.  
Key, Haskel E.,  
Key, Frank M.  
Key, Carlton W.  
Kester, William Sidney  
Kerr, William D.  
Kerr, Delmers 
Kerr, Charles  
Kerr, Bryan B.  
Kidd, Raymond D.  
Kimble, Mildred  
Kimbrel, James E.  
Kimbro, Harley M.  
Kinard, Michael 
Kincheloe, Grover 
King, Charles E.  
King, Lawrence W. 
Kington, Leonard D.  
Kington, Willard Taylor  
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Kinser, Conrad T.  
Kinser, Karl K.  
Kinser, Kenneth  
Kinzer, Donovan  
Kirby, Aubra Odell  
Kirby, Charles  
Kirby, J. C.  
Kirby, James Harold  
Kirby, James Robert III  
Kirby, John Carlisle  
Kirby, John Thomas  
Kirby, Kelly Read  
Kirby, Milton Manafield  
Kirby, Odell  
Kirby, Perry Weldon  
Kirby, Reginald F.  
Kirby, Richard B.  
Kirby, Thomas  
Kirby, Willard L.  
Kirtley, Hubert P.  
Kirtley, Robert J.  
Kister, Leon Aspley 
Kister, William Sidney  
Kleto, Alec Pete  
Knapp, Robert  
Knauer, E. Carl, d. 1942 
Knauer, George H.  
Knight, Harvey G., d. 1947 
Knight, Homer L.  
Knighton, Harry A.  
Knott, Richard E.  
Koenigstein, D.J.  
Kosta, Chris, d. 1944 
Kripitz, Samuel  
Kuykendall, Byron  
 
Lacefield, Richard S.  
Lacefield, Wiley Porter  
Lacy, Edward L.  
Ladd, Miles Wesley  
Lafferty, Edward R., Jr.  
Laird, James D.  
Lamastus, Byron  
Lamastus, Edward L.  
Lamastus, George  
Lamastus, Shirley  
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Lamberson, George W.  
Lamberson, Howard Leonard  
Lancaster, Elvin  
Lancaster, Lewis F.  
Landers, James R.  
Landor, Jerome  
Landrum, James T.  
Landrum, Vernon C.  
Lane, John L.  
Lane, William Lester  
Lanier, Ed  
Lapidus, Samuel Leon  
Larmon, Stanley  
Larue, George H.  
Lary, Virgil Penn, Jr.  
Lasley, Cleotes E.  
Lathridge, Rhea W.  
Lawrence, Albert L.  
Lawrence, Clay E.  
Lawrence, Clifford  
Lawrence, Dixie W.  
Lawrence, Dixter  
Lawrence, Elwood G.  
Lawrence, Hortense  
Lawrence, Howard C.  
Lawrence, Leo  
Lawrence, Leo H.  
Lawrence, Lester G.  
Lawrence, Orion M.  
Lawrence, Stephen J.  
Lawrence, Willie A.  
Lawson, David Moses  
Lawson, Eura W.  
Lawson, Frank D.  
Lawson, Robert F.  
Layne, Ralph 
Layson, Rochester  
Layson, Vance G.  
Lee, Carlos Ray  
Lee, Earl H.  
Lee, George Thomas, d. 1942  
Lee, Harold D.  
Lee, Joseph S.  
Lee, Julian O.  
Leegan, William E.  
Leichardt, Mitchell  
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Levison, Benjamin  
Lewis, Betty Jean  
Lewis, Eldon A.  
Lewis, F. L.  
Lewis, Gillis & Willis  
Lewis, J. R.  
Lewis, James E.  
Lewis, James H.  
Lewis, John Carl  
Lewis, Lethel  
Lewis, Malcolm  
Lewis, Raleigh William  
Lewis, Ray Onela  
Lewis, Roy Douglas  
Lewis, Stanford V., Jr.  
Lewis, Ted  
Lewis, Thomas G.  
Lightfoot, Henry R.  
Lightfoot, J. D.  
Lightfoot, Noah  
Lightfoot, Robert Karl  
Lightfoot, Willard  
Lightfoot, William E.  
Likins, Byron  
Likins, Howard Eugene  
Likins, Lloyd W.  
Lindsey, Bady Leo  
Lindsey, Clifford  
Lindsey, Essie L.  
Lindsey, John J.  
Link, Jesse W.  
Linton, Thomas Densmore, Jr.  
Lipscomb, Robert W.  
Livermore, Tom L., d. 1942 
Lloyd, Earl 
Lloyd, Nelson P.  
Lloyd, William Earle  
Loafman, Harrison  
Lobb, Chester F.  
Lockery, John  
Lockery, Sam Jr.,  
Lockhardt, Jewell 
Lockhart, Thomas J.  
Lockhart, William M.  
Lodge, Elvis L.  
Lodge, Leon  
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Logan, Brenton W.  
Logan, George H.  
Logan, John Harold  
Logan, Leland Hallowell  
Logan, William E.  
Logsdon, Harold E.  
Logsdon, Jewell G., d. 1943 
Logsdon, Paul G.  
London, Thomas H.  
Long, Thomas H.  
Long, Porter E.  
Long, Robert  
Long, Sherman G.  
Long, William H.  
Long, William J., d. 1945 
Lothridge, Roy T.  
Loudermilk, Charles A., Jr.  
Louis, Tedd Moss  
Lovelady, Fred  
Lowe, Bryan Thomas  
Lowe, Carlton Merrell  
Lowe, Charles E.  
Lowe, Charles S.  
Lowe, Forest W.  
Lowe, Henry Ford  
Lowe, Wilkins  
Lowe, Herbert E.  
Lowe, J. W.  
Lowe, James David  
Lowe, Morris  
Lowe, Ralph  
Lowe, Robert Y.  
Lowe, Walter Kenneth 
Lowe, William F.  
Lowern, Clarence Elbert  
Lowery, Clarence Elbert  
Lowery, Ernest  
Loyd, Garland D. 
Lubbehusen, Mary  
Lucas, Howard Irwin  
Luce, George E.  
Lusk, Woodrow  
Luvall, William George  
Lyle, Hershel A.  
Lyle, James H.  
Lyle, Ted J.  
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Lyle, Thomas J.  
Lynch, Elias Matrick  
Lynch, John B.  
Lynn, James Frigg 
Lynn, Sydney B.  
Lyon, Elmer F.  
 
McCarley, James  
McCarthy, James Leslie  
McCay, Walter J.  
McChesney, Damon B.  
McChesney, H. Field  
McChesney, Harry  
McChesney, Robert C.  
McChesney, Walter Hise  
McClellan, James B.  
McClelland, William H.  
McClelland, Joe Burns  
McCluskey, Leon  
McConnel, Thomas  
McCord, Marvin Omer, Jr.  
McCormick, Thomas D.  
McCoy, Fred L.  
McCoy, Presley B.  
McCubbin, Lowell Austin  
McCulloch, Wendell H., Jr.  
McDaniel, Harry, Jr.  
McDaniel, Hulen W.  
McDonald, Albert M.  
McDonald, Charles  
McDonald, Roy  
McDowell, Cecil  
McDowell, Glenwood  
McElroy, Alvis  
McElroy, Archie A.  
McElroy, Harry A.  
McElroy, Herschel A.  
McElroy, John Robert  
McFadden, Jesse J.  
McFall, Jesse J.  
McFarland, Raymond H.  
McGahee, Walter S.  
McGinnis, James Aubrey, Jr.  
McGinnis, James C.  
McGinnis, Joseph Whayne  
McGinnis, Tandy J., Jr.  
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McGown, James R.  
McGuffey, James Earl, d. 1944 
McGuire, Augustus  
McGuire, Hugh Wayne  
McGuire, James E.  
McGuire, Jay D.  
McGurk, John  
McInteer, Lawrence C.  
McKeller, Freddie, d. 1944 
McKenzie, Lewis Malcolm, d. 1944 
McKenzie, Maurice William  
McKinley, Edmund H.  
McKinley, Leichester Harold  
McKinley, Lewis E.  
McLaughlin, John W.  
McLellan, James Burns  
McLellan, Jo Burns  
McLellan, William Harold 
McLemore, Douglas 
McLemore, Paul Douglas  
McMullen, John S.  
McNair, Henry J.  
McNeal, James C.  
McNeil, Sarah Mable  
McPherson, Lyndell 
McQuire, August 
McQuire, Hugh Wayne  
McQuire, James  
Madison, Donovan E.  
Madison, Howard M.  
Madison, Jack  
Madison, Leland  
Madison, Lewis L.  
Madison, Thomas Reed  
Magruger, Joseph Ansel  
Mahone, J. C.  
Mahone, James  
Mahoney, William F., Jr.  
Major, Thomas  
Majors, James Donald  
Mammana, Frank  
Manar, Fred M., Jr.  
Manar, John L. (Jack) 
Mance, Hallie A. 
Manco, James, d. 1944 
Mancoe, Hollie  
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Mance, Odis Tilton  
Mance, Robert Jesse  
Mangan, Bernard J.  
Manley, James C.  
Mann, Carl J.  
Manning, Grant S.  
Manning, Howard Stanley  
Manning, John Allen  
Manning, Virginia  
Manning, William A.  
Mansfield, Adam M.  
Mansfield, Frank S.  
Mansfield, Herman  
Marcum, Erskin Clay  
Markham, George Thomas  
Markham, Louis M.  
Markham, Roscoe  
Markle, Robert T., Jr.  
Marks, Lionel D.  
Marr, Forest  
Marr, James Franklin  
Marr, Trent Patillo 
Marshall, Evans  
Marshall, Kenneth A.  
Marshall, Thomas E.  
Matthews, Raymond  
Martin, Bennie  
Martin, Carl F.  
Martin, E. L.  
Martin, George M.  
Martin, Horace B.  
Martin, John E.  
Martin, Leonard O.  
Martin, Louis, Jr.  
Martin, Melvin T.  
Martin, Millard Norway  
Martin, Ralph  
Martin, Ross N. 
Martin, Samuel P.  
Martin, Verlia  
Martin, William Milton, Jr.  
Mason, Emmert E.  
Mason, Joe K.  
Mason, Wendell S.  
Massey, Foede 
Massey, James M.  
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Massey, James Carter  
Massey, Port  
Matlock, Samuel  
Mattei, Otto A., Jr.  
Matthews, Carl  
Matthews, Edward H.  
Matthews, Henry Clay  
Matthews, James L.  
Matthews, Jewell W.  
Matthews, Julian M.  
Matthews, William Lewis Jr.  
Mauror, Paul E.  
Maxey, William W.  
May, Alva A.  
May, James  
May, John Adrian  
Mayfield, Edwin Herbert  
Maxey, William W.  
Meador, Earl G.  
Meador, Ervin  
Meador, Guy Jack  
Meador, Henry Earl  
Meador, James D.  
Meador, Lewis, Jr.  
Meador, Marvin  
Meador, Sterling  
Meador, Wayne H.  
Meador, Wilbert R.  
Meadows, Jesse L.  
Meadows, John T.  
Meeks, Henry Jr.  
Meeks, John S.  
Meeks, Raymond E.  
Meeks, Selby  
Menkee, Edith Hines  
Mercer, Herschel B.  
Menkee, Walter Raymond  
Mercer, Fowler R.  
Mercer, James D.  
Mercer, Richard N.  
Meredith, Almus Hollis  
Meredith, Henry R.  
Meredith, Nelson A.  
Meredith, Wilbur  
Meredith, William H.  
Merritt, Harry Emery  
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Michaels, Charles P.  
Middleton, Hawkins Craig  
Milam, Lionel  
Milam, Marvin D.  
Milam, Vogel M.  
Milam, Wesley E.  
Miles, Charles R.  
Miles, Henry L.  
Miller, Allen  
Miller, Alvin R.  
Miller, Archie 
Miller, Bruce  
Miller, Catherine  
Miller, Cecil  
Miller, Charles Elvis  
Miller, Claudis D.  
Miller, Douglas  
Miller, Earl Hall  
Miller, Earl Thomas  
Miller, Edward  
Miller, Elwood  
Miller, Ennis A.  
Miller, Eugene Joseph  
Miller, Hiram  
Miller, J. R.  
Miller, James Earl  
Miller, Joe  
Miller, Joe D.  
Miller, John R.  
Miller, Joseph E.  
Miller, Joseph Lee  
Miller, Joseph O.  
Miller, Merle R.  
Miller, Morris  
Miller, Paul  
Miller, Percy  
Miller, Robert H.  
Miller, Roy F.  
Miller, Russell H.  
Miller, Virgil L. R.  
Miller, Walter L.  
Miller, Welburn Milton  
Miller, William H.  
Miller, William H.  
Miller, William Overton  
Milliken, George Duncan , Jr.  
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Milliken, Hugh H.  
Milliken, John H.  
Mills, Edgar Louis  
Mills, John  
Mills, William T.  
Milton, Charles  
Milton, John L.  
Milton, Joe S., Jr.  
Milton, Kirby M.  
Minor, Thomas James  
Minton, Robert Hayward  
Mitchell, Albert W.  
Mitchell, Arton B.  
Mitchell, Buford Thomas  
Mitchell, Charles Richard  
Mitchell, Dick  
Mitchell, Edwin O.  
Mitchell, George  
Mitchell, Henry M.  
Mitchell, Hershal 
Mitchell, John William  
Mitchell, Solon Wood, Jr.  
Mitchell, W. T.  
Mize, John R., Jr.  
Moats, Briggs  
Mohon, John Penrod  
Moltenberry, John W.  
Moltenberry, Stanley  
Monahan, Frank Spencer  
Monahan, Robert E., Jr., d. 1944  
Monroe, George W.  
Montgomery, Baxter L.  
Moody, Henry M.  
Mooneyhan, Frank E., d. 1945 
Moore, Beatrice  
Moore, Chester A.  
Moore, Earl E.  
Moore, Frank R.  
Moore, James P.  
Moore, John A.  
Moore, Joseph Breckenridge  
Moore, Joseph R.  
Moore, L. G.  
Moore, Richard L.  
Moore, Robert Allen, Jr., d. 1943 
Moore, William L.  
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Morehead, Herbert E.  
Morehead, Moss 
Morgan, Charles W.  
Morgan, Elzie H.  
Morgan, Maletus H.  
Morgan, William S.  
Morris, Charles W.  
Morris, Chester Ray  
Morris, Hiram C.  
Morris, James J., d. 1943 
Morris, James R.  
Morris, James W.  
Morris, Mason O.  
Morris, Robert Francis  
Morris, Kent W.  
Morris, Walker E.  
Morris, William C.  
Morris, William V.  
Moseley, J. Lee  
Moseley, James W.  
Mosley, Hugh  
Moss, Henry Franklin  
Moss, Joe David  
Moss, Miller  
Motley, Charles Leon  
Motley, Lewis B.  
Motley, Matthew J.  
Motley, Preston  
Motley, Robert A.  
Motley, Russel Z.  
Mottley, Eugene J.  
Mottley, William C.  
Moulder, Eldon V.  
Mullins, John  
Muntz, Joseph James 
Murphy, Lewis W.  
Murphy, Philip G.  
Murphy, Thomas J.  
Murphy, William E.  
Murray, Arthur P.  
Murray, James Earl  
Murray, Otha W.  
Murray, Russel C.  
Musgrave, William H.  
Myers, Cecil R.  
Myers, Claude B.  
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Myers, Gerald  
Myers, Hugh  
Myers, Kenneth  
Myers, Mallory I.  
Myers, William F.  
Myers, William T.  
 
Nahm, Frederick, Jr.  
Napier, William S.  
Neally, Archie  
Nealy, Harry L.  
Neel, Edward  
Neel, John  
Neel, Robert Earl, d. 1945 
Neel, William Edward  
Neel, William Hal, Jr.  
Neff, Dick  
Neighbors, James D.  
Neighbors, Chester Carlton  
Neighbors, John William, d. 1943 
Nell, George Otis  
Nelson, David  
Nelson, Isadore Benjamin  
Nelson, R. Lewis  
Neugent, Austin  
Newhouse, Raymond C.  
Newland, Thomas  
Newland, William  
Newman, Wilbur M.  
Newton, Guthrie B.  
Newton, James Earl  
Newton, Robert James  
Newton, Roy Kenneth  
Nichols, Elmer Buel  
Nichols, Wendell H.  
Noel, R. P., Jr.  
Nolen, Thomas E., d. 1943  
Norris, James  
Norris, Joe Jessie  
Norris, Leon R.  
Norris, Lloyd O., d. 1944 
Norris, Noble Wayne  
Norris, William S.  
Nugent, Zella R.  
Nunnelly, Coleman D.  
Nunelly, James R.  
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Nusz, Patty  
 
Oakley, Cecil B.  
Oates, Robert S.  
Oates, William C.  
Oates, William Mason  
O’Connor, James T.  
O’Daniel Randolph  
O’Day, Floyd Thomas, d. 1945 
O’Day, Geneva Bartley  
Odell, Garnet R.  
Ogles, Howard H.  
Oliphant, Henry  
Oliver, Earl B.  
Oliver, James Millard  
Oliver, Thomas M.  
Olson, Dorothy Stotts 
Orange, Warren T.  
Orendorf, Martha 
Orr, Joe Bailey  
Osborne, Charles E.  
Osborne, Garnell Edward, d. 1945  
Osborne, John D.  
Osborne, Mitchell  
Osborne, William H.  
O’Shea, William C.  
Overstreet, Homer Wendell  
Owen, Douglas Brown  
Owens, Bryce C.  
Owens, Charles  
Owens, Floyd Ray  
Owens, Gilbert H.  
Owens, Mason C.  
Owens, Oscar  
Oyler, Bertie L. 
  
Pace, Hubert Julian  
Pace, Lawrence B., d. 1943  
Pace, Robert Newman  
Page, Errol L.  
Page, Stanley R.  
Palmer, Charles William  
Palmer, David  
Palmer, David  
Palmer, Phil M.  
Palmore, Glenn T. 
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Parker, David  
Parker, George Wayne, d. 1944  
Parker, John D.  
Parker, John T.  
Parks, Henry L., Jr., d. 1942 
Parrish, Bert  
Parrish, Charles  
Parrish, Griffie 
Parrish, George Bryant  
Parrish, Morris  
Parrish, Leroy  
Parsley, William Elijah  
Paschal, Aubrey K.  
Paschal, Charles H., d. 1945  
Paschal, Pauline  
Paschal, Thomas S.  
Paschal, William G.  
Pascoe, Sam Chapman  
Patterson, Albert S.  
Patterson, Charles E.  
Patterson, James Arvel  
Patterson, John R.  
Patterson, John Ray  
Patterson, Lonnie  
Pauley, William R., d. 1945 
Payne, Clifford  
Payne, Arys A.  
Payne, Bernard E.  
Payne, Brooke L.  
Payne, George M.  
Payne, Kenneth  
Payne, Marvin R.  
Payne, Ruble Wayne  
Payne, Thurman Ray  
Payne, William E.  
Pearce, Robert Marland  
Pearce, Walter H., Jr.  
Pearson, Chester L.  
Pearson, Eldon H.  
Pearson, Emmons O., Jr.  
Pearson, Estille L.  
Pearson, Garland R.  
Pearson, Murrel D.  
Pearson, Robert M.  
Pearson, Russell  
Pearson, William Guy  
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Peay, Clifford  
Peay, Curtis  
Peay, Theodore J.  
Pedigo, George A.  
Pedigo, Haskel B., Jr.  
Pedigo, Marvin E.  
Pedigo, Paul B.  
Pedigo, Willie Lee  
Peete, William Weldon  
Pemberton, Robert, Jr.  
Penner, Rufus F.  
Penner, William H.  
Pennington, Allen C.  
Pennington, Clyde H.  
Pennington, James  
Pennington, Samuel  
Pennington, William  
Perkins, Chester  
Perkin, David N.  
Perkins, Elson S.  
Perkins, George H.  
Perkins, Gerald  
Perkins, James I.  
Perkins, John C.  
Perkins, John J.  
Peterson, Lewis V.  
Petty, Fay  
Petty, Joe T.  
Petty, Joseph A.  
Petty, Walter F.  
Pharis, Dewey  
Phelps, Arthur M.  
Phelps, Cletus Rex  
Phelps, Clive Weldon  
Phelps, Grover F.  
Phelps, J. C.  
Phelps, Lyle T.  
Phelps, Nicholas  
Phelps, Virgil L.  
Phelps, Wiley D.  
Phillips, Chester, W.  
Phillips, Cleston  
Phillips, James A.  
Phillips, Floyde 
Phillips, James Robert  
Phillips, Kenneth Clay  
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Phillips, Roy Cabell  
Phillips, Russel H.  
Pierson, Charles Robert “Bob” 
Pillow, Fred L.  
Pillow, Henry  
Pillow, James R.  
Pillow, Perry Richard  
Pillow, Raymond T.  
Pippin, Alton W.  
Pippin, Richard Thomas  
Pippin, William  
Pitcher, Harold C.  
Pitchford, Joe  
Polley, James Thomas  
Polston, Charles W. 
Pope, Clarence  
Pope, Stanley P.  
Pople, William H.  
Porter, Benjamin C.  
Porter, Joseph E.  
Porter, Mack  
Porter, Robert E.  
Porter, William P.  
Posey, Kelley Brown  
Posey, Thomas Hugh, Jr.  
Potter, Elbert Stewart  
Potter, Henry J., Sr.  
Potter, Herbert C.  
Potter, John W.  
Potter, Roy L.  
Potter, Walter A.  
Potter, William, Jr.  
Potter, Willis J.  
Potts, Hall B.  
Potts, Lawrence  
Powell, Alvin M.  
Powell, John H.  
Powell, Lawrence Henry  
Powell, Melvin D.  
Poynter, Andrew M.  
Preston, Frank Wesley  
Preston, Jimmie 
Preston, John M.  
Preston, John William  
Price, Barkley  
Price, Evel U.  
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Price, Harold B.  
Price, James T.  
Price, James W.  
Price, John Morgan  
Price, Joseph  
Price, Virgil T.  
Prince, Hubert W.  
Pritchett, Bradford  
Pritchett, C. Kenneth  
Pritchett, Dickie, d. 1945 
Proctor, Aubrey T.  
Pruitt, Albert Floyd  
Pruitt, Fred  
Pruitt, Henry E.  
Pruitt, James L.  
Pruitt, Neutral Elmo  
Puckett, John B. Jr.  
Pudlo,Walter  
Purcell, James F.  
Purdue, J. P.  
Purvis, Charles Ray  
 
Rabold, Bernard L.  
Rabold, Gleason S.  
Rabold, Samuel Tilton  
Rabold, Stanley J.  
Ragan, William Randall  
Ragland, Charles E.  
Ragland, Clarence William  
Ragland, Cliff  
Ragland, Harold F.  
Ragland, Robert Leslie  
Railey, Louie E.  
Ramsey, Charles  
Ramsey, Herman S.  
Ramsey, Paul K.  
Ramsey, Zackie  
Randolph, Olga  
Rasdall, Walter A.  
Rather, Jasper James  
Ratliff, Ralph H.  
Ray, Charles E.  
Ray, Hollis Modell  
Ray, Terry E.  
Raymer, Carlos S.  
Raymer, Clarence McKinley  
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Raymer, Reginald T.  
Reader, Lindsey  
Rector, Paul Lowery  
Redd, Denny L.  
Reece, Dexter B.  
Reece, Charles Edward 
Reeder, Charles W.  
Reeder, James F.  
Reeder, Lindsey H.  
Reeder, William L.  
Reeves, Eli  
Reeves, Francis R.  
Reeves, Lester D.  
Reeves, Charles Raymond  
Reeves, Robert B.  
Register, James, d. 1944 
Reich, Robert D.  
Reithel, Robert J.  
Remmers, B. G.  
Rendall, Bailey  
Reneau, Arnett M.  
Reneau, John  
Renick, Charles H.  
Renick, Estill J.  
Renick, Reed  
Renick, Robert W.  
Renick, Thomas Jr., d. 1945 
Rennison, Roy, Jr.  
Reynolds, Charles  
Reynolds, Charles H.  
Reynolds, Charles Wayne  
Reynolds, James B.  
Reynolds, John Elmo  
Rice, Eugene Franklin  
Richards, Arch  
Richards, Charles T. 
Richards, Fred  
Richards, Kelley D.  
Richardson, Dewey  
Richardson, Finis Lewis  
Richardson, Gilbert P.  
Richardson, Jack A.  
Richardson, Kenneth E.  
Richardson, Ralph H., Jr.  
Richeson, James F.  
Richeson, William F. Jr.  
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Richey, Charles L.  
Richey, Clinton A. 
Richey, Henry Bennie 
Richey, Milton B.  
Richey, Noble Wayne  
Richey, Robert L.  
Richey, Roland  
Rickman, Hollis C.  
Ricks, Evan S.  
Rigdon, Carl Lee  
Rigelwood, Arthur  
Riggsbee, Dewey D.  
Rigsby, David Andrews  
Rigsby, Odell  
Riley, Delmer C.  
Riley, Elmer M.  
Ritter, Louis Fred  
Roach, George B., Jr.  
Roach, Wallace W.  
Roark, Frank  
Roark, Henry T.  
Roark, Joseph A.  
Roark, William F.  
Roberson, Otis R.  
Roberts, Edwin Thomas  
Roberts, Ernest  
Robertson, Joseph James  
Robinson, Billey Gray  
Robinson, Donald  
Robinson, Harlan B.  
Robinson, John Hal  
Robinson, L. D., Jr.  
Robison, Charley William  
Rodes, Robert  
Roemer, Charles Hubert  
Roemer, Eldridge Dickens  
Roemer, Joseph Shultz 
Roemer, William A.  
Rogers, George W.  
Rogers, Harold Newman, d. 1944  
Romans, James Walter, Jr.  
Roper, Walter Buel, Jr., d. 1944  
Ross, Norman B.  
Rountree, Charles R. 
Roundtree, Fred 
Rountree, James M.  
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Rountree, Julian D.  
Rountree, Maurice P.  
Ruble, Clydie 
Ruby, Andy  
Runner, Carl N.  
Runner, Eldridge A.  
Runner, George Potter  
Runner, Joseph Franklin  
Runner, William T., Jr.  
Rush, Garland K.  
Russ, James F.  
Russ, Ray S.  
Russell, Frank M.  
Russell, Henry M.  
Russell, Jack Jr.  
Russell, Ray  
Russell, William E.  
Russell, William H, Jr.  
Rust, Joe H.  
Ryan, Patrick  
 
Sadler, David Ray  
Sadler, George A.  
Sadler, I. H., Jr.  
Sadler, Roy L.  
Safford, Norman R.  
Sams, Willard  
Sanders, Curtis Lee 
Sanders, Leroy  
Sanders, Tommy 
Sandifer, Frank R.  
Sanson, Curtis E.  
Sanson, Kenneth  
Saranchak, John  
Satterfield, Laurence  
Saunders, James Paul  
Saunders, William H.  
Savage, Paul L.  
Scantland, Byron  
Schell, Robert E.  
Schell, Wilfred  
Schultz, Jack G.  
Scoggin, Douglas G.  
Scoggins, Alva O.  
Scott, Edward Eugene  
Scott, Edwin E.  
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Scott, Harold J.  
Scott, John W.  
Scott, Leighton V.  
Scruggs, Ewing J.  
Scruggs, Nathan D.  
Seals, John D.  
Sears, J. M.  
Seemes, Joseph  
Segar, Roccy 
Self, Edward M.  
Self, Ernest W.  
Serasher, William C.  
Settle, Harvey Jr.  
Seward, Carter, Jr.  
Sewell, Richard H.  
Shanks, John L.  
Sharer, Perry L., Jr.  
Sharp, Ollie  
Shaver, Paul O.  
Shaw, Gilbert C.  
Shaw, James Sawyer  
Shelby, Albert Lyon  
Shelton, Asher M.  
Shelton, George Turner  
Shelton, John S.  
Shelton, Louis H.  
Shelton, Maurice W.  
Sherrell, Joyce Clay 
Sherry, Fred Thomas  
Shinn, E. O.  
Shirley, Osbay 
Shive, Robert C. Jr.  
Shobe, Ford, Jr.  
Shobe, Zack  
Shockley, Frank  
Shockley, Jack  
Shockley, Ruble  
Shockley, Willie P.  
Short, Herbert Lee  
Show, James S.  
Shrum, Cleveland B.  
Shultz, Jack Gilliam  
Sibert, Franklin Cummings  
Sickles, Joseph Edward  
Siddens, William O.  
Sikes, Joe Edgar  
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Simmons, Claude J.  
Simmons, Estell  
Simmons, James E.  
Simmons, James W.  
Simmons, Paul 
Simmons, Robert  
Simmons, Roy D.  
Simpson, Buel J.  
Simpson, David Ray  
Simpson, Eldon L.  
Simpson, Leon B.  
Skinner, Thomas Eugene  
Skinner, William (Billy) Owens  
Skillern, Norman Earl  
Skaggs, Wavery M.  
Skaggs, Vernon Exton  
Sinclair, Hobson  
Sims, Robert C.  
Sims, Hermon F.  
Simpson, Robert Clay  
Simpson, Oren  
Slate, William Herman  
Slate, Hugh Douglas  
Slaughter, Lon  
Sledge, Hugh Franklin  
Sledge, Russell D.  
Slick, Charles L.  
Slinker, Elmer G.  
Sloss, Alex Kelley 
Smith, A. Perry  
Smith, Alex William  
Smith, Amos L.  
Smith, Archie E.  
Smith, Billy G.  
Smith, Bobbie L.  
Smith, Carl N.  
Smith, Carline  
Smith, Cecil  
Smith, Charles  
Smith, Charles A.  
Smith, Charles Burnet  
Smith, Charles E.  
Smith, Charles F.  
Smith, Chester B.  
Smith, Clarence D.  
Smith, Cooper R.  
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Smith, D. Ernest  
Smith, David W.  
Smith, E. L.  
Smith, Edgar A.  
Smith, Elmer Morgan  
Smith, Eulis  
Smith, Everett Paul  
Smith, George Lawrence  
Smith, Gladys E.  
Smith, Harlan Lee 
Smith, Harold L.  
Smith, Harry Sr.  
Smith, Harry, Jr.  
Smith, Harry H.  
Smith, Harry W.  
Smith, Harvey H.  
Smith, Herman I.  
Smith, Hollis  
Smith, Horace B.  
Smith, J. W.  
Smith, James Herman  
Smith, James Kenneth  
Smith, James Thurston 
Smith, James W.  
Smith, Jerry  
Smith, John W.  
Smith, Joseph C.  
Smith, Joseph G. 
Smith, Lawrence C.  
Smith, Lester M., d. 1945 
Smith, Lloyd B.  
Smith, Lloyd D.  
Smith, P.  
Smith, Odell 
Smith, Perry  
Smith, Raldon M.  
Smith, Robert S.  
Smith, Roy Everett 
Smith, Shelby D.  
Smith, Sid  
Smith, Thomas  
Smith, Thomas E.  
Smith, Thomas E.  
Smith, Thomas J.  
Smith, Thomas K.  
Smith, Wayne W.  
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Smith, Wilbur S.  
Smith, William F.  
Smith, William G.  
Smith, William R.  
Smith, Wilson  
Snell, Briggs 
Snell, Frank R.  
Snell, Youree Paterson, Jr.  
Snider, Robert H.  
Snoddy, Sam T.  
Snodgrass, Frank B.  
Snodgrass, Granville Wayne  
Snodgrass, James Tutt, Jr.  
Snyder, Finis 
Sollinger, Oran Edward  
Sommers, Floyd E.  
Souders, Clyne N.  
Sowell, James T.  
Spalding, Thomas E.  
Spalding, William Taylor  
Sparrow, Floyd  
Spears, John L. (Dick) 
Spears, L. B.  
Spears, Ralph T.  
Spears, Samuel  
Speck, Glen  
Speck, Granvil Tom  
Spencer, Charles Jr.  
Spillman, Harold  
Spillman, Leon B.  
Spillman, William Harold  
Spinks, James  
Spinks, Lloyd J.  
Spinks, William Henry  
Spivey, Roggie V.  
Spring, Milus M.  
Sprouse, John M.  
Sprouse, Paul E., d. 1944 
Spugnardi, Felix F.  
Spurlock, S.  
Stagner, Charles M.  
Stahl, Archie B.  
Stahl, Charles R.  
Stahl, Grover Elmer  
Stahl, John  
Stahl, Percy  
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Stahl, Samuel Garrett  
Stainback, William R.  
Stamps, William Bruce  
Stamps, William O.  
Stamps, William Perry  
Stansbury, E.B.  
Stark, Leonard Paul  
Stark, Wallace  
Starks, Stark V.  
Steele, Charles A.  
Steen, Ray C.  
Steenberger, Guy Lee  
Stem, Ralph Hall  
Stephens, Charles R.  
Stephens, Kirby  
Stephens, Kirk Y.  
Stephens, Roland  
Stephens, William C. (Bill) 
Stephenson, Clinton M., Jr.  
Sterrett, Robert  
Stevens, Thomas  
Stevens, William  
Stewart, Albert Lee  
Stewart, Hollis  
Stewart, James Minor  
Stewart, James Morris, d. 1942  
Stewart, Jimmie  
Stewart, Kenneth M.  
Stewart, Mark  
Stice, Andrew J.  
Stice, Gerald A.  
Stice, Holland K.  
Stice, James Mason  
Stickles, James C.  
Stieff, Francis M.  
Stiles, Louis Elvis  
Stiles, Luther  
Stillman, Leslie G.  
Stone, Charles H.  
Stone, Emory O.  
Stone, Lawrence L.  
Stone, Rodney  
Stone, Waller S.  
Stooke, Willard N.  
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Stotts, Eugene  
Stout, Calvin  
Stout, Harry O.  
Stout, Jesse Andrew  
Stout, William C. 
Stovall, Andrew  
Stovall, Lyfloice D.  
Stovall, William J.  
Stradtner, Henry Earl  
Stradtner, Robert E.  
Strahm, Victor Herbert  
Strain, Billy H.  
Straney, Arthur Lee  
Strange, William Leon  
Strausburg, Lowell R.  
Strayhorn, Elizabeth  
Stringer, P. B.  
Stringfield, Eldon B.  
Strong, George E., d. 1944 
Stroud, Kenneth  
Stuart, Walter F.  
Studle, George  
Studle, James R.  
Sturdirant, Randolph  
Sturdivant, Lethel G.  
Sturgeon, John M. III  
Sublett, Charles B.   
Sublett, Noel B.  
Summers, William Harris  
Surratt, Lon  
Surratt, Maurice Dewey  
Sutherland, Owen L.  
Sweatt, James B.  
Sympson, William Carl  
Sweeney, William  
 
Tabor, Homer E.  
Tabor, Archie R.  
Tabor, Hulen Jewel  
Tabor, J. W.  
Tabor, Joseph B.  
Tabor, Raymond M.  
Taker, Kermit B.  
Talley, Joel D.  
Talley, Wade G.  
Tally, Gordon  
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Tarter, Charles E.  
Tate, Edward L.  
Tate, Roy  
Taylor, Charles Leland, Jr., d. 1943 
Taylor, Charles Robert, d. 1944 
Taylor, Edward  
Taylor, Edward Morton  
Taylor, Harrison Edward  
Taylor, Henry O.  
Taylor, Houston Edward  
Taylor, James F.  
Taylor, James Vernon  
Taylor, John Herschel  
Taylor, Raven Poe  
Taylor, Robert G.  
Taylor, Sherwood Neel  
Taylor, William Neil  
Taylor, William Ray (Billy) 
Teague, Arvell C.  
Temple, Alvis H.  
Terasher, George R.  
Terasher, James  
Thacker, Jack Hugh  
Theis, Martha Blackwell  
Thomas, Arthur H. 
Thomas, Charles  
Thomas, Charles B., Jr.  
Thomas, Charles E.  
Thomas, Clarence E.  
Thomas, Ebl  
Thomas, Elwin L.  
Thomas, Frank 
Thomas, Harvey Milton  
Thomas, Hugh A.  
Thomas, J. T.  
Thomas, Jack F.  
Thomas, James E.  
Thomas, James Garnett  
Thomas, James J.  
Thomas, James L.  
Thomas Jesse  
Thomas, Joseph Irwin  
Thomas, Julian R., d. 1944 
Thomas Oral L.  
Thomas, Roger W.  
Thomas, Roy C.  
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Thomas, Roger Whitlow 
Thomas, Willard M.  
Thomason, Oscar  
Thompson, Jesse W.  
Thompson, James Edward, d. 1944 
Thompson, Oscar C.  
Thompson, Richard James  
Thompson, Robert M.  
Thompson, Robert F.  
Thompson, W. L.  
Thompson, William W.  
Thornton, Jesse Willard  
Thornton, Robert  
Thorpe, Edward F.  
Thread, Kenneth B.  
Thurman, Paul  
Thurman, William P.  
Tillett, William Davis  
Tinsley, James Robert  
Topmiller, Julius L.  
Trammel, Orman B.  
Towe, Dempsey  
Towery, Russell L.  
Toy, Norris  
Travelstead, Roy Glenn  
Travis, Paul W.  
Travis, Vanus V.  
Travis, Walter W.  
Travis, Willie D.  
Trayler, Edward E.  
Trent, Roy D.  
Tribble, James  
Trosper, George  
Truitt, Hubert L.  
Tuck, Buddie  
Tuck, Elton H.  
Tuck, Neal  
Tuck, Roscoe  
Tucker, John Freeman  
Tunstill, Jesse A.  
Turberville, Harold R.  
Turner, Charles F.  
Turner, Davis Yelton  
Turner, Lemuel J.  
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Uhl, Robert H.  
Uhl, Thomas William  
Uhler, John E. Jr.  
Uhls, Joe Douglas  
Underwood, Arthur Rutledge, d. 1945  
Underwood, Hugh M.  
Upton, Arvin E.  
Upton, Karl  
Upton, Johnny M.  
Upton, Paul  
 
Vance, Hubert E., Jr.  
Vance, Manuel I.  
Vance, William R.  
VanMeter, Roy Washington  
VanMeter, William J.  
Vaughan, Carlos James  
Vaughn, James D.  
Venable, Harry W.  
Venable, Thomas Calvin  
Vernon, Gilbert  
Vernon, Harry C.  
Vernon, Marion G.  
Vickous, Bennie  
Vickous, Malcolm V.  
Vickous, Roy R.  
Vickous, William I.  
Vinson, Herman L.  
Vinson, Joseph L.  
 
Wagner, Henry F.  
Wainfield, Wendell  
Waite, Hugh C.  
Walker, Harris  
Walker, Louis E.  
Wallace, George D., Jr.  
Wallace, Herbert F.  
Wallace, Robert  
Walsh, W. E.  
Walters, William Ray (Billy) 
Walters, F. J.  
Walters, James Edward 
Walters, James W.  
Walters, John Walter  
Walters, Leonard  
Walton, Herman  
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Walton, Joseph  
Waltzinger, Fred  
Wand, Charles Adrian  
Ward, Lee Cleveland  
Ward, William L.  
Warden, Ottis D.  
Ware, Smith Meacham  
Wareham, Ralph Dewey  
Washer, L.  
Waters, Herman  
Waters, Roy L.  
Watkins, H. M.  
Watson, Bill  
Watson, Clifton  
Watson, Jesse  
Watson, Wallace Neel  
Watt, Cleo D.  
Watt, Gentry Hunt  
Watts, Kenneth  
Weaver, Andrew D.  
Weaver, Leland  
Webb, Benjamin J.  
Webb, Edwin Madden  
Webb, Harrison  
Webster, Carlisle  
Webster, Howard, Jr.  
Wecks, L.  
Welborn, H. Ezzell  
Welch, Clarence H.  
Welch, Duncan  
Welch, John D.  
Wells, Glendeth J.  
Wells, Loyd S.  
Wells, William P.  
Wescott, Don  
West, Gilbert  
West, Harvey D.  
West, J. H.  
West, James  
Westbrook, Elmer Garland  
Westbrook, Joseph H.  
Wheat, James Leslie  
Wheat, John R.  
Wheat, Ronnie 
Wheatley, Otis  
Wheeler, Carlyle F.  
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Wheeler, James Allen  
Wheeler, James Carl  
Wheeler, Julian W.  
Wheeler, Leonard  
Wheeler, William  
Wheeley, Dennis G.  
Whitaker, Cecil Lee  
Whitaker, Elvis Wade  
Whitaker, James H.  
Whitaker, Loy G.  
White, E. H.  
White, Finis D.  
White, Fulton  
White, Homer  
White, J. Winston  
White, James D.  
White, James Earl  
White, Joe Fred  
White, Leslie Earl  
White, Lloyd N.  
White, Roy H.  
White, Ted  
White, Wilbur Earl  
White, Willie B.  
White, Willard Thomas  
White, William  
White, William A.  
Whiteside, Ben H.  
Whiteside, Willie E.  
Whitley, James Clifton  
Whitlock, Uriah C.  
Whitlow, Elvin  
Whitmer, Nancy Carolyn  
Whittaker, James A.  
Whittington, James Kelley  
Whittle, Alfred  
Whittle, Noah E.  
Whobrey, Samuel, d. 1945 
Wickman, Ernest W.  
Wiley, Lucian Davis Jr.  
Wiley, William Earl  
Wiley, Woodford B.  
Wilkerson, George W.  
Wilkins, Thomas  
Willey, Oscar Moore  
Williams, Albert E.  
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Williams, Arthur, Jr.  
Williams, Bruce  
Williams, Dillard  
Williams, Drura M.  
Williams, Edward M.  
Williams, Elvis E.  
Williams, Irvine D.  
Williams, James William  
Williams, John Marvin  
Williams, Lucian  
Williams, Paul, Jr.  
Williams, Tipton L.  
Williams, Wesley Elvis  
Williamson, Albert E.  
Williamson, George M., Jr.  
Willis, Arthur  
Willis, Harold  
Willis, James T.  
Willis, William D.  
Willis, Wilson  
Willock, Robert Douglas  
Willoughby, Cecil H.  
Willoughby, Clay  
Willoughby, Dallas Earl  
Willoughby, Garland Arthur  
Willoughby, George, Jr.  
Willoughby, Grover Lemuel  
Willoughby, John D.  
Willoughby, John Lynn 
Willoughby, Louie G.  
Willoughby, M. Thurston  
Willoughby, Hubert E.  
Willoughby, Sidney H., d. 1945 
Willoughby, Sterling  
Willoughby, Warren A.  
Wilson, Alan Byron  
Wilson, Albert Benjamin  
Wilson, Aubrey, Jr.  
Wilson, Billy E.  
Wilson, Calvin  
Wilson, Carl, d. 1945 
Wilson, Carl W.  
Wilson, Columbus W.  
Wilson, Cornelius  
Wilson, Delbert Mack  
Wilson, Elmer Blueford  
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Wilson, Floyd M.  
Wilson, Fulton E.  
Wilson, Garland  
Wilson, Harold  
Wilson, Hugh W.  
Wilson, James C.  
Wilson, James William  
Wilson, John S.  
Wilson, Joseph Edwin  
Wilson, Mitchell Monroe  
Wilson, Oather G.  
Wilson, Paul Kelly  
Wilson, Ray  
Wilson, Rolly O.  
Wilson, Warner R.  
Wilson, William  
Wilyard, Paul E.  
Wimpee, J. B.  
Wingfield, Earl Wendall  
Wingfield, Marvin E.  
Wingfield, R.S. (Rip) 
Winkenhofer, Arnold  
Winkenhofer, August J., Jr.  
Winkenhofer, Herman Elmer  
Winkenhofer, Willard E.  
Winters, David  
Winters, Wallace  
Wisdom, Everett  
Wisdom, Jesse C.  
Withers, Henry Thomas  
Withrow, Jerry W.  
Witty, David M., d. 1945 
Wofford, Melvin S.  
Wolfe, Allison R.  
Wolfe, Arthur  
Wolfe, Dorothy  
Womack, Arthur P.  
Woodcock, Charles R.  
Woodcock, Roland W.  
Woodruff, James Kelly  
Woods, Cecil L.  
Woods, Delmer  
Woods, Euel M. (Jack) 
Woods, Guy  
Woods, Jasper L. V.  
Woods, Jessie G., Jr.  
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Woods, Lewis H.  
Woods, Roy E. or M.  
Woods, Sam F.  
Woodward, Charles E.  
Woodward, William Thomas  
Woolbright, Horace  
Woosley, James R.  
Worley, Chester I.  
Wright, Asher P.  
Wright, Earl  
Wright, Floyd L.  
Wright, George E.  
Wright, Herschel  
Wright, Paul  
Wright, Wiley Reed  
Wroe, Martha  
Wulfeck, Joseph Wallace  
Wynn, Hubert E.  
Wynn, Aubrey L.  
 
Yarbrough, Frank L.  
Yarborough, John V.  
Yates, Paul E., d. 1943 
York, Foschian S.  
York, Francis B.  
York, Fred Jr.  
Young, Aubrey C.  
Young, Carl James  
Young, Clarence C., Jr.  
Young, Cleatis  
Young, Deward  
Young, Earl  
Young, Excell E.  
Young, Fred Russell 
Young, James Gilbert  
Young, James H.  
Young, Jason H.  
Young, Lewis Jewell  
Young, Lloyd  
Young, Lovell J.  
Young, Marion Dalton  
Young, Marvin E.  
Young, Marshall T.  
Young, Mota E.  
Young, Gene, Jr.  
Young, Ralph A.  
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Young, Ruby  
Young, Walker  
Young, Walter B.  
Young, Water 
Young, J. Wellington  
Young, William Lester 
Yount, Deward M.  
Yount, Dillard H. , d. 1944 
Young, Zula Maude  
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